
note. The district officials visited Chhat- 
era and construction of a regular con- 
crete bridge was sanctioned. A year- 
and-a-half later traffic was moving across 
the new bridge. The Rural Housing Wing 
of the School of Architecture in Delhi 
helped design and build the school using 
cheap local materials, also motivating 
the villagers to colleti contributions to 
raise it to a middle school. A group of 
young social workers from Delhi lived 
with the Harijans and helped rebuild 
theirwell and also a soak-pit near it. 

Teams from the All India Institute of 
Medical Sciencesand the Indian Agricul- 
tural Research Institute camped in the 
village and provided simple medicare 
and extension about new cropping pat- 
terns and farming practices. This was 
followed up through fortnightly visits for 
several years. A leading tractor manufac- 
turerorganised a FarmersClub. 

Villagers from neighbouring areas 
came to see all this new activity. Our 
Village Chhatera had become a 
change-agent, and publicity an input in 
development. Villagers still tell visitors 
that until the Hindustan Times came, not 
even a political worker had visited to 
canvass for votes. But with the interest 
aroused by the newspaper there was a 
stream of visitors. The chairman of a 
national bank came and decided to open 
a branch which has since financed the 
purchase of 78 tractors, including some 
under a World Bank scheme, besides 
mobilising over Rs one million as de- 
posits. 

The Union Communications Minister 
came and gifted a part-time post office 
besides sanctioning a telephone connec- 
tion for the village. The Vice-President 
came to inaugurate a Lions Club eye 
camp. The American Ambassador came 
to see how change was taking place in a 
village as a result of practical develop- 
ment communications. 

One unique factor of project Chhatera 
was that neither the newspaper nor any 
outside agency spent any money. Mr. 
Verghese held that that approach had 
already been tried. In Chhatera onlytime 
and know-how could be given. It was 
impressed on the villagers that they must 
help themselves if they wanted to stand 
on theirfeet. 

In February 1977 the newspaper 
dropped project Chhatera as suddenly as 
it had picked up the village exactly nine 
years earlier. But the villagers, banded 
together under the “Village Welfare 
Association”, a registered society, are 
Carrying on the work. Having joined 
hands with the National Dairy Research 
Institute and Action For Production, 
Chhatera is well on the way to ushering 
in a”White Revolution.” 0 

Narendra A@wn’af, Staff Correspondent 
and Feature Writer for the Hindustan 
Times, New De/hi worked on project 
Chhatera under the guidance of the 
newspaper’s editor, Mr B.C. Verghese. 

JOURNALISTS AS PARTNERS 
IN DEVELOPMENT 

Ernest Corea 

When the IDRC’S Board of Governors met in Colomba earlier this year, Sri 
Lanka’s Finance Minister Ronnie de Mel told them “there is a case for bringing 
the discipline of research and the resources of the IDRC to bear on such 
‘non-scientific’ subjects as...the role of mass media in developing countries.” 
That same morning, the Ceylon “Daily News”, commenting editorially on the 
Governors’ meeting raid: 
“The results of research must be widely delivered, and their implications 
understood, if research is to beaccepted and applied. Wedo not refer here to 
sophisticated electronic information systems...that have little relevance to most 
developing countries. Research results must get around, through simple but 
effective communication techniques, even if this means wall posters and news 
sheets.” 

By interesting coincidence, almost as if in response to the challenge, 
journalists from South Asia met in Colombo around the same time to work out, 
and workat, techniquesforcoveringfood and agriculture news, and more 
specifically, the results of foodag research. The workshop/seminar was 
organized by Sri Lanka’s Ministry of Information and the Singapore-based 
Asian MassCommunication Research and Information Centre (MAC), with the 
supportofthemac. 

This was the second in a series of foodag seminar/workshops organized by 
AMIC with IDRC support, and was part of a continuing effort to help journalists in 
developing countries to function effectively as partners in development with 
scientists, policymakers, and the people whose upliftmentdevelopment is all 
about. 

There are difficulties in this kind of reporting, not the least of them being 
perhaps the relative inexperience of some media people in developing 
countries. It is only fairly recently that publishers and others in the Third World 
have grudgingly conceded that newspapermen, broadcasters, and television 
staff need special training. Then again, pay structures, particularly in Asian 
newspapers, are such that the specialization is rare. Almost every Asian 
newsroom has a reporter on the agriculture beat, but few of them come to that 
position with anything more than a rudimentary knowledge of agriculture. 

Yet, for Asian media to ignore foodag research is to ignore a factor crucial to 
the wellbeing of people. Studies have shown that manydevelopingcountries 
are capable of vastly expanded food’prcduction, given the correct use of food 
technology, and the required amount of political will. Fashioning that 
technology is the responsibility of researchers; adapting and using it is the 
responsibility of policymakers. 

Some kinds of technology have infiltrated the villages including radio and 
a few televisions, but unfortunately not others, directly relevant to the lives and 
well-being of the people. Which brings me to my concern: How DO you take 
technology toavillage? 

For example, when water floods the ricefields of K&h during the monsoon 
season, the paddies are chockful of ikan sepat. The fish can be scooped up for 
the asking, in net, can, wok, or anything else that is readily available; and 
because fish crops are so abundant farmers rarely get more than 20 cents a 
kilogram fortheircatch. 

Comes the dry season, the waters recede, and the slithery, silvery fish that 
warn around in abundance not so long ago are nowhere in sight. No catch. 
No stocks. Farmers go into the nearest town to satisfy their wants and buy 
salted ikan sepat for almost $2 a kilogram. 

How can these farmers be convinced that salt is cheap, sunshine abundant, 
and that fish can bedried and salted and put awayfordrydays right in their 
own backyards? That is technology though, admittedly, of a very 
unsophisticated kind. The message gets more difficult as technology becomes 
more sophisticated, and transmitting this message is no easy task for there is a 
great deal of superstition, myth, and plain stubborness to be overcome. 

Journaliaspanicipating inan toac-sponsored foodagseminarin Bandung 
learned that Indonesia hasachieved considerable wcce~s with rural radio 
broadcasts (mass media) and agricultural extension (intrapersonal 
communication). They heard, too, ofthe great job being done by Malaysian 
television’s Development and Agriculture Unit and Pakistan’s rural broadcasting 
program which receives an average of 10,000 inquiries a month from farmers. 

There is much more to be done, however, if the enormous advances of 
modern technology are to lx transmitted to the common people, understood 
and used by them, forth&row” benefit. 

Communicatorsof different kinds-someof them having already benefitted 
from almost unbelievable advances in print and electronic media technology 
-can participate in this process. q 
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